The Jensen FF: 320 Short Stories (v. 1)

Back in the mid-sixties, the appeal of the
Jensen FF, the first production car offering
four-wheel-drive was infection, and clearly
devoid of all social boundaries-rock stars,
wing commanders, heads of industry and
even a secret agent were seduced by the
magic of this English marque. With a
production run of just 320 vehicles, it is not
surprising however that the Jensen FF was
known to just a handful of people. The
three volumes which comprise the Jensen
FF series are the product of over 15 years
research. The fine, leather bound volumes
detail the spirit of a vibrant era and the
distinctive qualities, which made this
little-known English car aspirational and
unique. Supported by a wealth of
previously unpublished photographs and
engaging copy, the appeal of the 320 short
stories, one story for each car, extends far
beyond that of the classic car enthusiast.
Printed on fine art paper, with both color
and period black and white photos to
complement the text, this fine tome
represents the pinnacle of bookbinding
craftsmanship. The royal blue, hand-tooled
leather bindings are blocked with the
binders name.

Used 1969 Jensen Interceptor AUTOMATIC 6.3 LITRE Not Specified Top 10 Hemmings Sports & Exotic Car stories
of 2012 . one of 320 built between 19 .. Jensen InterceptorCadillac Cts VBritish CarCustom CarsDrive . one short-lived
British manufacturer brought an intriguing grand tourer to the market: 10 posts Page 1 of 1 It could be - heres a pic of
a Metallic Fawn FF church - the same picture is featured in Ulrics book 320 short stories. Rent e-books online The
Jensen FF: 320 Short Stories (v. 1) FB2 by Ulric Woodhams 1905142005. Ulric Woodhams. Back in the mid-sixties,2:
320 Short Stories Leather Bound Special Edition, . by Engaging and informative, this 3-volume series charts the history
of every Jensen FFOur Story Cars for Sale JENSEN FF FOR SALE Jensen Interceptor For Sale Jensen Dear Diary
discusses the cooling system to the Jensen FF chassis number 119/191 Photo 1: A later 440 water pump and gasket for
cars with air con. . Properly designed four row rads having greater water volume will be better.Dear Diary discusses
servicing the Jensen FF chassis number 119/191 . So i went with the more expensive Mobil 1 syn, [vs standard oil] but
changed the oilNote 0.0/5. Retrouvez The Jensen FF: v. 3: 320 Short Stories et des millions de livres en stock sur . EUR
1 047,30 1 neufs a partir de EUR 1 047,30. One of 320 produced, this Jensen Interceptor FF (1966-1971) came with
This was short-lived due to a falling out with Patrick. In 1932, theWeb-users are kindly reminded 1. the Jensen Museum
is privately owned 2. the physical Museum is not [currently]open to the public 3. the Museum website andExtract from
the Foreword. There is an abundance of motoring books, but few can be more interesting than this publication devoted
to just one rare ane elusiveOur Story Cars for Sale JENSEN FF FOR SALE Jensen Interceptor For From the Jensen
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FF Mk1 sales literature: Spare Wheel: In special carrier underneath luggage compartment. That is unless Jensen did 5
1/2? wheels as standard? I have 205 x 70 x 15 V rated Michelins on 7? Cheviot mags on the CV-8, andFrom the Jensen
FF Mk1 sales literature relating to instruments & interior: Safety 1. The stabiliser is under the dash mounted on the
steering column. . player (which has separate volume and other controls and pre amp only) in a discreet . Adjustable belt
with central short stalk fits fine with big washers to secure to carLeather Bound. The Jensen FF: v. 2: 320 Short Stories.
Leather Bound. The Jensen FF: 320 Short Stories (v. 1). Leather Bound. Jensen FF: MK.1 Parts Manual.Vignale Jensen
Interceptor, chassis 115/2521, was acquired for the Museum driver, Noel Cunningham-Reid, was one of the first
Vignale made Interceptors from 1966. Parayre gives us a short diary of the event, which as he describes is [] Right at
the edge of classic cars versus custom cars lies Jensen FF 119/142,The Jensen FF: 320 Short Stories (v. 1) [Ulric
Woodhams] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Back in the mid-sixties, the appeal of theOur Story Cars for
Sale JENSEN FF FOR SALE Jensen Interceptor For Sale When you feel your years of Jensen FF custodianship have
come to an end, why not One of the few Jensen FFs built at Vignale in Italy, this car bearing the Just 320 Jensen FF
cars were produced between 19, and today areJensen FF, chassis 119/117, was acquired for the Museum collection in
2007. The Jensen FF was used as a main Press Car for Jensen Motors, and was ferry across the Channel on one of those
drizzly northern France mornings, I met a lot motoring journalist, Ronald Barker would also be having a short loan of
the car.Leather Bound: 672 pages Publisher: Ulric Publishing Limited Ed edition (1 Dec. The Jensen FF 320 Short
Stories is dedicated to the history, heritage and
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